CENTRE FOR BIOINFORMATICS
(AICTE Approved Polytechnic since 2003, Affiliated to JUT, Ranchi)
Address: Tupudana, Ranchi, Jharkhand,

Short –duration courses offered:

Course Duration: 3 Months

Artificial Intelligence (AI) : Artificial intelligence has been acting as the main driver of emerging technologies like
big data, robotics and IoT, and it will continue to act as a technological innovator for the foreseeable future.
Industrial Automation using PLC/ SCADA : A conceptual & practical knowledge of Industrial Automation using
PLC/SCADA will surely be beneficial to aspiring students in the field of automation like manufacturing, production
and many more.
TV/Phone Repairing : Course through which one can earn an handsome amount by being an owner of an TV/
Mobile repairing shop or can work as an technician in any workshop .
Domestic Wiring & Fault Analysis: This course is design by marking all the practical aspects which is required in
the field of electrical installation. After completion, any student can easily get recruited in wiring and
maintenance of electrical installation in domestic, commercial and industrial sectors.
Metal Work & Fabrication: There are number of career options for individuals who have a desire to work with
metal. The majority of these jobs involve some sort of construction or building, as metal workers often are
responsible for building parts and systems out of different types of metal and performing maintenance and
repairs as necessary.
Amanat Survey :The aim of the course is to provide the students with comprehensive knowledge of land
measurement, to familiarise the students with village / cadastral maps, to equip them with the knowledge of area
calculation, map preparation for detail land map plan.
Data Entry : Data entry course helps the candidates to know the tips and tricks of updating, manipulating,
editing the data. Online Data entry certification also gives credibility to your profile such that you can be hired by
any company quite easily.
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